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PROGRESS REPORT 
This report covers the results of experiments carried 

out by Dr. Kazuo Nomiyama in collaboration with Dr. E. C. Foulkes 
in the Department of Environmental Health at the University of 
Cincinnati. Dr. E. Pfitzer acted as project consultant. 

The renal toxicology of uranium has been studied in con
siderable detail in earlier work. It was the aim of the present 
investigation to apply some of the more modern techniques and 
concepts of renal physiology to the study of uranium effects 
on the kidney, both in vivo and in vitro. The in vitro studies, 
utilizing kidney slices and isolated tubule preparations, 
incubated at 37° in suitable buffer solutions and in the presence 
or absence of uranium, did not lead to clear-cut results. A 
major experimental difficulty here arose, as expected, from the 
insolubility of uranium salts in physiological buffer solutions. 
Keeping the uranium in solution in acetate buffers of low pH 
provides only a partial answer because it raises the problem of 
the effects of unphysiologically low pH values on sensitive cells. 
As outlined in the proposal for future work we plan certain other 
experiments with isolated systems in vitro. The major portion of 
the present report, however, as well as the projections for future 
studies will focus on experiments with animals poisoned by intra
venous administration of uranyl acetate. 

Preliminary experiments had shown that under our conditions 
the intravenous injection of 0.2 mg UOg/kg body weight consistently 
led within 2 days to an animal with grossly diminished renal 
function: The major functional abnormality observed was a fall 
in the maximal ability of the kidney to excrete paraminohippurate. 
The effect on glomerular function was less marked. 

1. Effect on Glomerular Function. 
Two days after injection the creatinine clearance of our 

animals had decreased to 50 to 60% of control levels. Interest
ingly the inulin clearance fell significantly less to approximately 
70$ of normal. In the control animals, both under free-flow and 
under stop-flow conditions, we consistently observed clearance 
ratios of creatinine to inulin (U/P S£) approximately equal to 
1.0. This ratio was decreased to 0.6-0.7 after uranium intox
ication. A preliminary interpretation of this finding suggests 
that damage to the tubular epithelium permits back diffusion 
especially of smaller molecules (creatinine) from tubular fluid 
to blood. In order to test this possibility further we are now 
comparing the clearance ratios of a group of nonreabsorbed and 
nonsecreted sugars including mannitol, sucrose, raffinose. More 
details of these experiments are described in the renewal 
application. 
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2. Effect on Tubular Function. 
A decreased Tmp^jj presumably reflects damage to the 

secreting mechanism responsible for PAH secretion in the 
proximal tubule. We have also observed a decreased maximal 
glucose reabsorption and can thus confirm fully under our 
conditions earlier results in the literature. Removal of 
the kidneys from animals two days after uranium administration, 
and the kinetic study of PAH transport in slices and tubular 
fragments prepared from these kidneys has led to the following 
conclusions: 

There is a highly significant depression of PAH transport 
at the level of the peritubular cell membrane. Thus we find 
that the rate constant of this reaction is greatly reduced. 
On the other hand the rate constant describing the intra
cellular PAH accumulation remained unchanged. Similarly, we 
could not observe a depression of the rate constant describing 
the transfer of PAH from cell across the luminal cell membrane 
into the tubular fluid. In agreement with the finding of a 
strong depression of influx, with an essentially unchanged ability 
to transfer PAH from cell into urine we find that the ability of 
the rabbit kidney to accumulate intracellular PAH in vivo is 
strongly depressed. It is clear that in the reverse case, i.e. 
inhibition of PAH flux from cell into lumen, without concomitant 
depression of PAH uptake across the peritubular cell membrane, 
we should find a continued high intracellular PAH accumulation. 

The significance of these findings arises from the implied 
suggestion that one of the sites of attack of uranium on the 
cells of the proximal tubule lies on the peritubular side rather 
than on the luminal side as might have been expected from present 
views of the mechanism of action of uranium. The question whether 
such an effect on the peritubular side results from blood born 
uranium rather than uranium in the tubular fluid is the object 
of continuing experiments and is discussed further in the renewal 
proposal. 

We are in the process of preparing at this time a more 
detailed manuscript describing the results obtained so far. 
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